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Abstract

Crankshaft is a geometrically challenging component to grind. Over the years a number of grinding strategies have been developed to overcome thermal damage issues and excessive wheel wear. Radial and angular plunge processes have been adopted on some of the production machines. Recently a new, temperature-based strategy, has been proposed. A continuation project was launched, focusing on grinding wheel development and the initial work is presented in this thesis.

A series of grinding trails have been used to correlate the grit properties with the grinding performance. The two evaluated grit characteristics are newly proposed aspect ratio ($AR$) and the concentration in the grinding wheel. The results show that blockier particles (lower $AR$) generate high forces and lower grinding wheel wear. On the other hand, the elongated particles require less power for grinding and act more free-cutting, improving the grindability. Further trials using higher concentration grinding wheels, exhibit similar behavior as grit(s) with lower $AR$. The two properties that are driving this performance are the contact area between the grinding wheel and the workpiece and the undeformed maximum chip thickness $h_m$ which changes with process and wheel design parameters.
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1 Introduction

Internal combustion engines using crankshafts are still dominating in automotive and heavy duty vehicles despite the recent emergence and uncertainty regarding the electrification. However, in the light of more stringent emission regulations there is a need to improve the functional performance of key engine component through tighter geometrical and surface requirement specifications. Additionally the cost of crankshafts are continuously decreasing. The aforementioned demands are making the manufacturing processes more challenging. The grinding process being one of the last operations holds crucial responsibility to meet these stringent demands.

Crankshafts are produced in three different ways: cast, forged or machined from billet. The former two are made to near-net shape followed by a fair amount of post-processing. The majority of high-end crankshafts, including the ones used in heavy duty vehicles are forged, machined, heat treated and ground. By not achieving the required geometrical features or surface integrity, the parts can be rejected resulting in reduced manufacturing capacity – creating significant costs and time loss to the manufacturer.

Grinding machines utilized for crankshaft grinding are specially designed to accommodate the complex geometry, particularly, the off-centre pins. Machine manufacturers utilize different strategies to grind the complex shape. In recent years researchers have tried to model the kinematics of the most widely used processes [1,2]. Consequently, they have been able to determine more and less favorable strategies. Based on the findings of Krajnik et al. [3] the authors developed and achieved/implemented a shorter process cycle by minimizing the likelihood of thermal damage.

The continuation of the process improvement done by Drazumeric et al. [2] is a project that aims to tailor and optimize the design of a special grinding wheel for crankshaft grinding application. This research includes collaboration of the whole technology value chain, from grain and wheel manufacturer to end user.

The research focus, reported in this thesis, is an evaluation of the effects on grinding when changing wheel design parameters, specifically:

(i) cBN grit properties
(ii) grit concentration
Currently the wheel designs are customized by the wheel manufacturers, keeping it their know-how. The common knowledge is that the end users mostly grind with vitrified bonded wheels containing a high concentration of relatively strong cubic boron nitride (cBN) grains.
2 Grinding process

Grinding is a machining operation where the cutting points are geometrically undefined abrasive grains stochastically distributed in the grinding tool. Grinding is traditionally considered as a finishing process where the surface requirements are high. A significant amount of grinding operations are also heavy-duty where the objective is to remove material as quickly and efficiently as possible, with little focus on surface finish [4].

There are a number of different kinematic set-ups that enable the grinding of different workpiece geometries (e.g. cylindrical, surface, face, double-disc grinding). Nevertheless, a number of basic components are mandatory for the process to run: (i) a grinding wheel, (ii) a workpiece material, (iii) at least one coolant nozzle pointed at the grinding zone, and in most cases (iv) a dressing tool used to sharpen the wheel when necessary (Figure 1).

![Diagram of grinding setup](image)

*Figure 1: Grinding set up including the mandatory components.*

2.1 Crankshaft grinding processes (Paper II)

Specially designed machines are used to grind complex geometry of a crankshaft. Some of the main builders of such machines are: Jtekt Corporation, Fives Landis Ltd. and Junker Group. The challenges they encounter when designing them are:

1. Off-center crankpin journals (Figure 2)

2. Complex profile geometry of a crankpin that consists of bearing surface, sidewall and radius connecting the two (Figure 2)
A fair amount of patents proposing new strategies to grind crankpins have been published over the years, the majority of them by machine builders who have embedded these strategies into the machines NC control. This saves the end users a lot of time because they do not have to develop their own processes. It has been also mentioned, [5] that the freedom to change the existing programs is also limited leading to fewer improvement possibilities.

One of the first patents on crankpin grinding (published in 1986) attempts to improve the plunge grinding process [6]. This is the first proposed angle plunge grinding process (Figure 3).

Cinetic Landis Grinding Limited published an improved angle plunge grinding method in 2008 [7]. The patent claims that the rubbing (of grits over a workpiece) is reduced through improved control of feed rates, dwells, workpiece speeds and coolant pressure/flow in each step.

In 2006, a patent was filed by Toyoda Koki Kabushiki Kaisha (Figure 4) proposing a novel method to reduce contact between the workpiece and the grinding wheel in order to improve swarf removal and reduce the likelihood of wheel loading [8].
An alternative approach to grinding a crankshaft has been proposed by JTEKT Corporation (Figure 5) where the wheel shuttles between the sidewalls, allowing the coolant to reach previously ground zones when the wheel is not in contact with the workpiece [9].

Oliveira et al. [1] compared two commonly used grinding strategies for sidewall grinding where the likelihood of thermal damage is higher: (i) axial plunge and (ii) axial face grinding. As a result they proposed an improved multi-step approach, where multiple axial grinding cycles are made at different radial positions to remove the material on the sidewall (Figure 6). The process appears very similar to angular plunge grinding [10].
Researchers modelled the wear of the grinding wheel for the three grinding strategies (Figure 7) and were able to determine the most affected parts. Axial plunge grinding (strategy A) has exhibited the lowest dressing interval due to excessive wear on the radius. On the other hand, the multi-step axial strategy (strategy C) allows the highest amount of parts being ground before redress. The reason is the flexibility of changing the number of steps and thus manipulating the wheel wear.

**Figure 6:** Multi-step grinding strategy (Reprinted from CIRP Annals-Manufacturing Technology, 54/2, J. F. G. Oliveira, E. J. Silva, J. J. F. Gomes, F. Klocke, D. Friedrich, Analysis of Grinding Strategies Applied to Crankshaft Manufacturing, 269-272, Copyright (2005), with permission from Elsevier).

**Figure 7:** Wheel wear profiles for different grinding strategies (Reprinted from CIRP Annals-Manufacturing Technology, 54/2, J. F. G. Oliveira, E. J. Silva, J. J. F. Gomes, F. Klocke, D. Friedrich, Analysis of Grinding Strategies Applied to Crankshaft Manufacturing, 269-272, Copyright (2005), with permission from Elsevier).
2.1.1 Temperature based method of grinding a crankshaft

The geometry and kinematics of plunge and angle grinding strategies were modelled by Drazumeric et al. [2]. They described incremental changes of fundamental grinding parameters at each point of the crankpin profile and throughout the entire grinding cycle. Figure 8 shows variation of the specific material removal rate $Q'$ when grinding a crankshaft using two different strategies. A surge in $Q'$ can be observed at the end of the radial plunge grinding cycle. This phenomenon increases the likelihood of thermal damage. Equally, excessive wheel wear, on the portion of the wheel subjected to the most aggressive grinding conditions, is unavoidable. On the other hand, the angle plunge grinding strategy shows improvement by reducing the $Q'$ variation hence a shorter grinding cycle time.

![Figure 8: Changes in $Q'$ for two different grinding strategies throughout the process (Adapted and modified from [11]).](image)

A new grinding strategy was developed in the light of analysis [3]. Researchers utilised Jaeger’s moving heat-source model [12] to define parts of the wheel that generate most heat (Figure 9). Consequently, each grinding increment is calculated/determined in a way that the critical points on the wheel stay below or at a set maximum surface temperature of the workpiece according to the following formula:

$$\theta_m = \frac{1}{1.064/(kp\rho_c)} e_w aggr(s)Q'(s)/(l_c(s)v_w)$$

where $\theta_m$ is the maximum surface temperature, $k$ is material thermal conductivity, $\rho$ is its density $c_p$ is specific heat capacity, $l_c$ describes the contact length between the workpiece and the wheel, $v_w$ is the workpiece speed, $Q'(s)$ is the specific material removal rate at an arbitrary
point on the grinding wheel profile, $e_w$ is the specific grinding energy into the workpiece, which depends on aggressiveness and can be experimentally determined [2]. Aggressiveness ($aggr(s)$) is a non-dimensional parameter [13] and is calculated for any position on the grinding wheel profile [2].

![Figure 9: Maximum surface temperature along the wheel profile](image)

Figure 9: Maximum surface temperature along the wheel profile (Reprinted from Journal of Materials Processing Technology, 259, Radovan Drazumeric, Roope Roininen, Jeffrey Badger, Peter Krajnik, Temperature-based method for determination of feed increments in crankshaft grinding, 228-234, Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier)

Figure 10 shows a comparison of the newly developed and the well-established crankshaft grinding strategies. Notice a significant reduction in cycle time by running a grinding process on a burn threshold – maximizing grinding performance to the allowable limits.

![Figure 10: Two examples of temperature controlled strategy in comparison to standard processes](image)

Figure 10: Two examples of temperature controlled strategy in comparison to standard processes (Adapted and modified from [11]).

The above-described method is the base for the wheel optimization project concerned here. It gives valuable information regarding the variation of fundamental grinding parameters during
the most affected stages of the process cycle (i.e. \( Q', l_c, aggr, \theta \)). The findings are crucial for interpretation of the abrasive-grit trials presented in this report and for proposing further work.

2.2 Grinding wheel

The grinding wheel is a crucial part of the grinding system. Its major task is to remove the workpiece material in order to obtain a required geometry and surface integrity. The most obvious difference in comparison with turning and milling tools is the undefined geometry of cutting edges, stochastically distributed on the surface of the grinding wheel.

A number of grinding wheels are available on the market. Two possible classifications are summarized in the Figure 11.

![Figure 11: Grinding wheel classification possibilities.](image_url)

A vitrified bonded cBN wheel is the most commonly utilized tool in crankshaft grinding applications, particularly in finishing operations. In roughing operations electroplated tools have proven to be very effective, achieving \( Q' \) of up to 2000 mm\(^3\)/mms [14].

Superabrasive wheels substituted conventional wheels due to increased productivity and tool life, especially in large-volume production with severe conditions [15]. They are normally made of a hub, using different materials (e.g. steel, carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP)) and approximately a 3-5 millimetre thick layer of the abrasive mixture (i.e. bond, grit and porosity) [16]. A well designed abrasive layer gives the tool high elastic modulus, low fracture toughness, good thermal stability and high rigidity. A combination of the superior properties of all the
The aforementioned components protect the wheel against excessive wear and chemical attack from the grinding fluid (coolant). Additionally, it allows the wheel to withstand high grinding and centrifugal forces and high grinding temperatures.

2.2.1 Bond system: vitrified

The crucial attribute of the vitrified bond is the sufficient bulk strength to overcome stresses caused by high peripheral speed of an operating wheel. The same property also enables sufficient holding force of the cBN grits during the grinding process. The grinding process will not be efficient or will even fail if these basic requirements are not met. While the bond has to have sufficient strength, it also has to be able to fracture, preferably in a controlled manner, in order to maintain the sharpness of the wheel for longer periods. Fluidity is another important parameter, which can improve the adhesion between the grit and the bond. The two properties can be altered by modifying the bond composition and heat treatment process. A significant proportion of published literature is focusing on the effects of composition on the mechanical properties.

Yang et al. [17] evaluated the bond strength by adding a number of different materials (e.g. Al₂O₃, B₂O₃). They found that some of them minimize the thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between the grain and the bond, increasing the strength. A similar observation was reported when adding a specific amount of TiO₂ [18]. Adding this material to the bond also reduced fluidity, minimizing the porosity and increasing the strength. Similar results were achieved using LiAlSi₂O and LiAlSi₃O₈ [19]. Wang et al. [20] used ZrO₂ in view of reducing fluidity and improving the distribution of porosity which in turn increases the bond strength due to the improved adhesion of grit with the bond.

2.2.2 Porosity

Porosity has several extremely important roles. Firstly, it gives the coolant the space to flow and in return transfers the heat from the grinding zone. Secondly, it provides the needed clearance for the grinding chips during the process [21]. Considering it is an open, material-free space, it automatically reduces the friction and the heat generation between the workpiece and the wheel (rubbing action). Carefully designed pores can also reduce the crack propagation, and consequently, increase the impact strength of vitrified bonded tools [22].
There are three main ways of introducing porosity into the vitrified bond wheel. The first, simplest way is to add pore former to the green body and let it burn off during sintering. This material is normally a carbon-based material such as phenol resin and amorphous carbon [23]. Mao et al. [24] successfully used granulated sugar as a filler as it is readily available in different particle sizes and in large quantities. Similar results can be obtained also by using nut shells or PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate) microspheres [25]. The disadvantages with the aforementioned pore formers is that they can be challenging to remove and can thus form defects on the product due to swelling. In order to reduce the challenges with conventional pore formers the second option has been developed where liquid CO$_2$ is used as a solvent to remove pore inducers [26]. The third group of pore formers are ceramic materials designed as hollow shells, e.g. alumina bubble particles [27]. They form enclosed pores that fracture and open during the grinding process.

It is important to emphasize the importance of pores in vitrified bonded wheels. It is equally important to understand that poorly designed, e.g. too high amount of porosity can lead to inadequate performance. For these reason is it crucial to understand the requirements and challenges of the application and the grinding kinematics.

### 2.2.3 Abrasive grits: cubic Boron Nitride (cBN)

There are two main abrasive families: (i) conventional and (ii) superabrasive. The former can be further divided into aluminum oxide (Al$_2$O$_3$) and silicon carbide (SiC) and the latter to diamond and cBN. Conventional abrasives dominated all grinding operations until superabrasives emerged. New learnings were crucial (e.g. wheel design, grinding process and machine design) to obtain the benefits of a significantly stronger grit. Since then the grinding wheel technology and machine designs have improved significantly. Nowadays it is very common to see superabrasives being used in the grinding industry. cBN is particularly successful in ferrous grinding applications due to its chemical inertness in such environment as well as high thermal stability. Diamond on the other hand is a superior choice when grinding ceramics, glasses and cermet materials especially due to its hardness. The downside of diamond is that it deteriorates rapidly at elevated temperatures through graphitization and oxidation [28], particularly in the presence of catalysts that are normally present in ferrous materials [4].

The first cBN synthesis was reported in 1956 [28]. The use in industrial grinding only started in the 1980s, early 1990s [15]. cBN is a transformation of hexagonal boron nitride to cubic...
boron nitride with the diamond lattice structure made up of boron and nitrogen atoms (Figure 12). In his patent, Wentorf [28], describes using boron or boron nitride in the presence of at least one catalyst to transform hBN to cBN at high pressures and high temperatures (HPHT). Based on experimentation he was able to develop a phase diagram for cBN synthesis.

Figure 12: cBN lattice structure (Reprinted from Material synthesis- internal report, G. Davies, Copyright (2014), with permission from Element Six).

Very little research is reported after the initial cBN development work. Only in the 1990s and especially in the 2010s did scientists become more interested in this topic. At the time cBN grades started to emerge at the market from major manufacturers [29] as well. However, the synthesis and material properties details were mostly kept as proprietary knowledge.

There are two main ways of manufacturing grits with different properties: using different materials (chemistry) in synthesis and changing the process parameters. Each of the two can be further divided into several subcategories (e.g., pressure, temperature, time, solvent choice, seeding and spontaneous nucleation), generating numerous combinations. Nevertheless, there are process boundaries dependent on the choice of the material to be synthesized and the process parameters [30].

The intrinsic nature of cBN crystal is colorless [31], even though the majority of commercially available materials are brown, amber or black. The latter is a result of different impurities and defects introduced by solvents and additives.

Taniguchi focused his research on synthesis of high purity large cBN grits with the aim of utilizing the electrical and optical properties. Together with Yamaoka [32], they reported a successful synthesis of large colorless (using barium boron nitride solvent) and amber crystals (using lithium boron nitride solvent) through spontaneous nucleation. They discovered that the latter contain significantly higher amounts of oxygen – suggesting this element is an important
source of impurity in obtaining particular type of material. Beryllium doped cBN crystals were grown in lithium boron nitride and calcium boron nitride solvent systems, resulting in dark blue color cBN exhibiting a type of semiconducting characteristics [33]. Growing cBN in a barium boron nitride solvent system produced very low oxygen and high purity crystals [34].

Several other solvents were utilized in synthesis processes with the aim to improve crystallinity, purity or yield or to increase the growth region on \( p - T \) diagram. Kubota and Taniguchi [35] developed a cBN phase diagram using metal alloy solvent, i.e. nickel molybdenum. Chinese researchers proved that by adding lithium fluoride, crystal can change from irregular and yellow to transparent and crystalline [36]. Poor crystallinity cBN were grown by a number of catalysts (e.g. lithium, calcium or manganese) [37]. By adding boron to lithium nitride system, well-shaped and pure particles, were obtained, containing less residual stress than their yellow counterparts.

A high proportion of research was aimed to grow large, high purity and good crystallinity particles for optical and electrical analysis purposes. The mechanical properties of grit are normally not reported as part of the new synthesis processes but as part of grinding trials [38,39]. The reason could be that the equipment known and used by grit manufacturers was not available to the research groups that were synthesizing alternative cBN materials.

The most common cBN product on the market is monocrystalline although a small number of polycrystalline types are available as well. Some of them have limited use due to excessive strength, which limits the fracture mechanism during grinding. As a result, the grit dulls, and generates heat leading to thermal damage. Polycrystalline cBN and similar materials have recently been researched more frequently (e.g. ultrafine polycrystalline cBN [39], aggregated cBN (AcBN) [40], polycrystalline cBN (PcBN) [41,42]). Researchers claim that their main advantage is better self-sharpening and more controlled fracturing that prolongs the tool life.

2.2.4 cBN properties

General properties of cBN such as strength, thermal stability, heat conductivity and chemical inertness are the major reasons why cBN is widely used in grinding operations. The majority of properties are challenging to measure but a limited number were developed to the point they became quality control parameters and grit differentiators.
The most established measurable cBN property used is the impact strength value or Toughness Index (TI) from the Friability Impact (FI) tester developed by Belling and Dyer [43]. The purpose of measuring TI originates from diamond due to the necessity for monitoring the quality (or strength) of synthesized products. FI has now been commonly used to differentiate cBN products as well to help track the quality and to allow the determination of the most suitable superabrasive product for a particular application.

Color being the consequence of impurities developed by solvents and additives is also a relatively important microstructural property as it gives the initial direction for use. The bond and grinding application can be determined by a simple visual evaluation of color. Amber materials (e.g. ABN900) are well known to be used in electroplated tools and brown materials are believed to perform the best in vitrified bonded tools (e.g. ABN800). Black materials are often regarded as inferior materials used in resin bond and lower strength vitrified bond wheels. Color can be measured using a spectrophotometer, but no research can be found to better understand the effects it has on the mechanical or geometrical surface properties.

The physical shape of the grit is becoming a more important parameter, not only for grit size between 0 to 50 μm (Element Six product in this range is Micron +MDA) but also in grit for grinding wheels. In smaller grit-size products, it is paramount to have uniform shape in order to ensure high quality surface finish (e.g. wafers for semiconductors). cBN manufacturer still frequently use descriptive adjectives to describe the shape of the grit (e.g. elongated or blockier). There are commercially available measuring devices that can evaluate grit shape. Camsizer by Retsch Technology uses dual camera system to capture larger and smaller particles. Using mathematical algorithms it is able to provide a range of parameters about the grit (e.g. 2D aspect ratio, length, diameter and others). It is up to a user to choose the most relevant ones. An established parameter describing the relationship between the width \( w \) and the length \( l \) of an image projection of the particle is aspect ratio: \( AR = l/w \) (Figure 13).

![Figure 13: AR determined by length and width of a grit particle.](image)
The challenge with the majority of measuring techniques is the fact that they can only evaluate two dimensional shapes. This means that a particle can have a width to length ratio close to 1 but the thickness is very small – e.g. platelet-like grit (Figure 14, a). On the other hand, the grit can have all three dimensions in a proportional range (Figure 14, b). The performance of the two in the grinding wheel can be significantly different.

![Platelet-like grit and octahedron grit](image)

*Figure 14: Different 3D shapes of particles: a) platelet-like and b) octahedron.*

Chen et al. [44] recently introduced an alternative set of grit shapes based on 3D geometries. They claim that each grit sample consists of a limited number of different geometries that should be considered when evaluating the grinding performance. Using just one simplified parameter is not sufficient.

Shape and morphology are sometimes used in the same context, however they explain different cBN attributes. Morphology focuses on the growth characteristics rather than just physical shape of crystals [45]. It is more complex for cBN than for diamond due to structural symmetry loss and fractured surfaces. The morphologies of Element Six commercially available products are presented in Figure 15.
2.3 Application: effect of cBN properties on grinding performance

Initially, when cBN was developed, the vitrified bonds were not strong enough to hold the grit adequately, resulting in poor performance. Hitchiner and McSpaden [46] reported grinding results exhibiting higher wheel wear when using tougher grit. They attributed this phenomena to a weaker bond. Additionally, they mentioned the possible effect of shape or morphology of the grit on the grinding results. Similar observations were done by Upadhyaya and Fiecoat [47] when they tested grit with the same strength and obtained different performance.

A very important property of the grit is adhesion with the bonding material. Naturally both material belong to the same family making them compatible. That is also the reason why cBN grit is normally not coated when used in vitrified bonded tools [48]. Jackson et al. [49] analyzed the interaction between the cBN surface and the bond. They observed a boric oxide layer that grows with increased sintering temperature. At the saturation point the thickness remains constant regardless of the temperature. As a result of boric oxide layer thickening, the tool life increases as shown in Figure 16. Wheel life is expressed as G-Ratio (the higher the G-Ratio the lower the wheel wear and vice-versa) that increases with the bond content and temperatures.
General wear stages of cBN grinding wheels are relevant for all grit types regardless of their properties. The three main wear modes are summarized below:

1. Abrasive or attritious wear is dulling of grit. In well-designed grinding process this type of wear is not common but is still very important to be monitored. Grit dulling can quickly increase heat generation and thermally damage the workpiece [50].

2. Fracture wear, particularly controlled fracture, of cBN is the most desirable mode. It enables self-sharpening of the grinding wheel, and consequently, prolongs its life. The grain fracture rate manifests itself in grinding forces and the grinding wheel wear rate [51].

3. Bond fracture or fracture of interface between the bond and the grit. The former can be recognized as fast, excessive, wheel wear. It could also suggests that particular bond is too weak for the chosen grit type [46]. The interface fracture is difficult to evaluate. Normally, cBN and bond are compatible. Nevertheless, when grit surface is not adequately prepared, the adhesion strength can be compromised. Equally, if the bond is not designed well, it can reduce wetting around the grit, reducing the holding properties.

Fracture wear of grit can be further divided in micro and macro wear. The former is believed to be typical for polycrystalline cBN materials [39] and the latter for monocrystalline. Bailey and
Juchem reported the differences observed amongst the monocrystalline materials. Their experiments showed that the fragment size is determined by growth characteristics which in turn affects grinding behavior [52].

In recent years, wear mechanisms have been often researched by means of a single grit tests [53]. Valuable knowledge can be gained by evaluating individual particles [54–56]. On the other hand, the wear can be greatly affected by the geometrical features, grinding parameters and machine accuracy and stability. A correlation between the single grain wear and the grinding wheel wear is not established yet, due to uncertain (wear) contribution of the bond.
3 Research methodology: experimental investigation

Two sets of grinding trials were conducted with the aim of evaluating the process outputs when using different grit types and concentrations. Initially, the grit analysis techniques are described followed by the detailed explanation of grinding set up and types of tests. The grinding model used for analysis of grinding forces, power and specific grinding energy is briefly introduced in chapter 3.3.

3.1 cBN characterization

Two main parameters evaluated for all tested grits are: (i) strength and (ii) aspect ratio. The strength was tested using internal standard procedure [57] based on Belling and Dyer [43]. A defined carat weight is being fractured with a specified number of cycles using a vibratory device. Finally, the weight of more and less fractured particles is compared. The materials that fracture more are considered to have lower strength and vice-versa.

The second parameter, measured by dynamic-image analyzer (Camsizer XT), is the aspect ratio (AR) indicating the physical shape of the grains (details in chapter 2.2.4). 20,000 images were taken and from three samples of each grit type according to ISO 13322-2.

3.2 Experimental set-up (Paper I)

Grinding trials were conducted on a Blohm (MT408) surface grinding machine at Element Six. The set-up is shown in Figure 17. Kistler dynamometer (Type 9257A) was used to measure grinding forces in situ. Two high pressure nozzles were ensuring the wheel was continuously cleaned and the process cooled. The high pressure nozzle was pointing at the top of the wheel with 5MPa (50 bar) while the lower pressure nozzle was pointing to the grinding zone at 0.9 MPa (9 bar). An emulsion of synthetic polymer lubricant and corrosion inhibitors (HoCut 768), in a concentration between 4.5% and 5% was used as the coolant in all trials. The workpiece material was bearing steel 100Cr6 with hardness of 61±1 HRC.
The methodology consists of two types of grinding tests:

1. **Window of operation test** where the grinding efficiency of grinding wheel is tested over a wide range of grinding parameters by changing the $Q'$ in particular. The grinding wheel is initially dressed followed by a number of (no-dress) grinding passes with the aim to stabilize the grinding force and eliminate dressing effect [58]. Once the process is stabilized, $Q'$ is varied by changing the $v_w$ (workpiece speed) and the $a_e$ (depth of cut). The number of passes per each set of grinding parameters is minimized in order to avoid grinding wheel wear.

2. **Micro wear test** focuses on grinding wheel wear at a specific $Q'$. A set workpiece volume is ground utilizing only half of the grinding wheel. A groove is generated on the grinding wheel enabling wheel wear measurements (also commonly known as a razor-blade technique). The wear in a shape of a step is measured using an optical 3D surface measurement system (Alicona G5). Surface roughness is evaluated using a tactile surface-roughness tester (Taylor Hobson Surtronic S-100). Gaussian filtering is applied with a cut-off length of $\lambda = 0.8$ mm.

The dressing parameters are kept constant for both test types (Table 1). It is important to note that dressing is performed only at the start of the window of operation and the micro wear tests. There is no dressing between the passes.
Table 1: Dressing parameters.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overlap ratio, $U_d$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of dress, $a_d$</td>
<td>0.003 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheel-dresser speed ratio, $q$</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 A method for analyzing grinding data (Paper III)

The maximum undeformed chip thickness $h_m$ is the key input parameter that defines the grinding process. It can be controlled by process parameters ($v_w, a_e, v_s, l_c$) and grinding wheel design parameters ($l_c, C, r$) and can be expressed as follows [59]:

$$ h_m = \left( \frac{4v_w a_e}{Cr v_s l_c} \right)^{1/2} $$

(3.1)

where $C$ is a number of active grits per unit of wheel surface, $r$ is the chip width-to-thickness ratio and $l_c = (a_e d_{eq})^{1/2}$ is the wheel-workpiece contact length, and $d_{eq}$ is the equivalent wheel diameter. Determining $h_m$ is very challenging, particularly the wheel design parameters $C$ and $r$. They are often determined arbitrarily and considered as a constant. Vinay and Rao [60] and Agarwal and Venkateswara Rao [59] have reported formulas that can help calculate $C$ and $r$. Proposed formulas require a certain level of assumptions. For example, a number of active particles on the surface has to be estimated unless a very lengthy evaluation of grinding wheels is carried out. This process can be relatively subjective in the case of a vitrified bonded wheel. Notice, $h_m$ is not only varied through process but also through the wheel design. Some of the generated grinding results are presented as a function of input parameter $Q'$ and $h_m$.

The output of the grinding process is analyzed using well-known grinding parameter relationships. The contribution to the specific energy in grinding (i.e. energy per unit volume of material removal) consists of three independent mechanisms that are taking place at the wheel-workpiece interface [50]: (i) cutting or shearing, (ii) ploughing or plastic displacement and (iii) frictional, sliding or rubbing contact along the grit and bond wear flats. Considering that the ploughing component is negligible when the grinding wheel is engaged with the workpieces at sufficient depth of cut, generating chipping [61], the force $F$ acting on the grinding wheel at any given point are a sum of two components [50]:

$$ F = F_c + F_f $$

(3.2)

where $F_c$ (N) is the cutting or shearing component and $F_f$ (N) is the friction or rubbing component (grits wear flat and bond bearing surface). The normal $F_n$ and the tangential $F_t$ components of the total force can be expressed as:
\[ F^n = F_c^n + F_f^n \]  \hfill (3.3)
\[ F^t = F_c^t + F_f^t \]  \hfill (3.4)

Assuming the process is ductile, the cutting component of the force can be further decomposed as follows [50, 62]:

\[ F_c^n = \xi u_e^* a_c \]  \hfill (3.5)
\[ F_c^t = u_e^* a_c \]  \hfill (3.6)

where \( u_e^* \) (J/mm\(^3\)) represents the intrinsic cutting specific grinding energy, corresponding to the lowest energy used to remove a unit volume of workpiece using a perfectly sharp wheel [4], and \( \xi \) defines the inclination of the cutting force [62].

Following the frictional relation \( F_f^t = \mu F_f^n \) and combining it with Eq. (3.3 - 3.6), a following relationship can be obtained:

\[ P^{t'} = u_e^* Q' + P_f^{t'} \]  \hfill (3.7)

where \( Q' = a_e v_w / w \) (mm\(^3\)/mms), \( w \) being the wheel width in contact with the workpiece and \( P_f^{t'} = F_f^{t'} v_s / w \). The latter parameter is called threshold power and is illustrated in Figure 18.

The linear relationship between power and material removal rate is only valid when \( Q' \geq Q'_\text{min} \). In the opposite case, when, \( Q' < Q'_\text{min} \), rubbing and ploughing are dominating and the response is characterized by a nonlinear relationship between \( P^{t'} \) and \( Q' \) [58]. Similarly, when, \( Q' > Q'_\text{max} \), an alternative model is required due to brittle cutting mode.

\[ Figure 18: \text{Correlation between the power (} P^{t'} \text{) and material removal rate (} Q' \text{).} \]
3.4 Experimental results

The temperature-based crankshaft-grinding strategy developed by Krajnik et al. [3] and its requirements [2] are the base for the research of the effects of grit properties on the grinding process. The following two components of the wheel design have been evaluated:

(i) Aspect ratio of grits (Paper III) and

(ii) Concentration of grits

3.4.1 Grit aspect ratio performance evaluation (Paper III)

In Paper III monocrystalline grits (Grit A – Grit D) with different geometrical features were evaluated and tested in grinding trials. Their effects was compared in terms of grinding efficiency and wheel life. Out of seven different grit types, three (Grit A, Grit D and Grit F) came from the same chemistry and synthesis process. They were post processed in order to achieve the desired shape. The other three, came from a different synthesis processes (Grit B, Grit C and Grit E). The size of all grit was mesh 120-140 with the average grain size of 126 μm.

The strength of grit samples was measured, and is compared as illustrated in Figure 19. The shape, on the other hand, changes radically from one grit type to another, as can be seen on the y-axis. Notice, that the synthesis output is not necessarily strength variation but also shape.

![Figure 19: Tested grit properties.](image)

Six grinding wheels, containing the same amount of bond, porosity and grit (concentration is C150=6.6ct/cm³), were prepared for testing. The potential variables of the wheel manufacturing process were not considered in the trials. As mentioned previously, \( h_m \) changes with the wheel
design modifications based on grit AR. For the purpose of calculating \( h_m \) following assumptions were made: (i) half of the particles on the wheel surface are engaged during grinding process and (ii) \( r \) is calculated based on the aspect ratio of grit particles [60].

The grinding parameters used in trials are summarized in Table 2. The reason for the choice of parameters is to have small contact length and relatively large \( h_m \) – common occurrence in cylindrical and surface grinding. The relatively high concentration of the grit in the wheel is also more suitable for such applications.

Table 2: Grinding parameters for window of operation test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wheel speed, ( v_s )</td>
<td>40 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of cut, ( a_e )</td>
<td>0.01 - 0.3 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workpiece feed rate, ( v_w )</td>
<td>1.2 - 24.6 m/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific material removal rate, ( Q' )</td>
<td>0.6 - 33 mm(^3)/mms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the window of operation trials are shown in Figure 20. Notice, that the inclination of the trend lines is similar for all tested grits. This suggests that changing the grit shape, particularly the aspect ratio, does not affect \( u_e^* \) significantly. The lowest energy to cut a volume of 100Cr6 using this particular wheel type is constant regardless of the grit shape.

Figure 20: Window of operation results for Grit A to Grit D.

Specific threshold power \( (P_f^{tt}) \) values are measured as illustrated in Figure 18. The results suggest that at particular \( Q' \) the total \( P^{tt} \) varies with grit shape, affecting \( P_f^{tt} \). The correlation
between the $P_{t}^{f'}$ and $AR$ is illustrated in Figure 21. The reason can be the differences in contact area between the wheel and the workpiece. Some of the preliminary correlations between the wheel bearing area and threshold power measurements were reported in Paper III. The images of the wheels suggest that grit with lower $AR$ (blockier) has higher contact area comparing to the grit with lower $AR$ (elongated).

![Figure 21: Correlation between specific threshold power and grit shape (AR) (Adopted from Paper III).](image)

The grinding output from Figure 20, is presented in dependence of two grinding inputs $Q'$ (Figure 22) and $h_m$ (Figure 23). The total specific grinding energy in the graphs, ($u_e$), which unlike the $u_e^*$, gives the combined information regarding the cutting and rubbing energy. The results on Figure 22 are suggesting that the $u_e$ is grit-shape dependent. On the other hand, Figure 23 shows that at the particular $h_m$, the $u_e$ remains unchanged regardless of the grit shape. The conclusion that can be drawn for these trials is that the contact area and $h_m$ are grit shape dependent.
Wear trials were carried out at a constant $Q'$ (Table 3) for a set volume of workpiece ground. Grinding forces were measured in situ. The typical power response is presented in Figure 24. Immediately after dressing there is a high surge in power that reduces rapidly until it stabilizes and maintains the level relatively consistently throughout the test.
Table 3: Grinding parameters for micro wear test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wheel speed, $v_s$</td>
<td>40 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of cut, $a_e$</td>
<td>0.033 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workpiece feed rate, $v_w$</td>
<td>24 m/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific material removal rate, $Q'$</td>
<td>13.2 mm$^3$/mms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 24: Typical power response in micro wear test.

The average stabilized power ($P'_t$) and normal force ($F'_n$) were extracted from results for each grit type and plotted against the grit shape (Figure 25 and Figure 26). There is a relatively good correlation between $P'_t$ and grit $AR$, i.e. the grit with higher $AR$ (elongated) generates lower power and vice-versa (Figure 25). Similar trend is observed also for the normal force (Figure 26). Notice, two grinding wheels that consist of Grit C and Grit D deviate from the trend by generating higher normal forces.
The grinding wheel wear exhibited on Figure 27 is a reflection of the Figure 26. The general trend is that a grit with lower $AR$ generates higher forces and consequently lower grinding wheel wear. The two grit types (Grit C and Grit D) that generated particularly high $F_{n}'$ result in even lower wheel wear.
Figure 27: Correlation between the wheel wear and the aspect ratio of grit.

There are a few potential reasons for observed behavior of Grit C and Grit D. The reasons could be related to dressing ability of these particular types. Based on grinding forces, the behavior just after dressing does not indicate abnormal behavior. Another reason could be differences in surface determination of the two grit types, affecting the adhesion of the grit in the bond. Even though these properties have not been evaluated, the cause could be eliminated based on the fact that it is not the only grain coming from a particular synthesis process. Alternative reasons could be in the overall grinding wheel behavior. There might be workpiece adhesion or wheel loading causing performance deviations. The wheel surface has not been analyzed after the test, thus the latter assumptions could not be confirmed.

3.4.2 Performance evaluation of grit concentration variation

The concentration of the grinding wheel is defined by the amount of cBN particles in a particular volume of bond. A standard rule says that 4.4 carats of cBN contained in a volume of 1cm$^3$ of material equates to concentration of 100.

High concentration grinding wheels are very common in applications where the contact between the grinding wheel and the workpiece is relatively low (e.g. cylindrical grinding). A higher number of effective grains causes more heat leading to thermal damage. By keeping the contact lengths $l_c$ the likelihood can be minimized and the benefits of extended tool life can emerge.
Two different concentrations were evaluated with high concentrations more common for cylindrical grinding applications. Based on experiences, the wheel manufacturer considers the concentration differences to be meaningful. ABN800 has been used in both wheels. The material comes from one batch and has the same $AR$ and strength.

The grinding parameters, for window of operation test are summarized Table 4.

*Table 4: Grinding parameters for window of operation test.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wheel speed, $v_s$</td>
<td>40 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of cut, $a_e$</td>
<td>0.01 - 0.3 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workpiece feed rate, $v_w$</td>
<td>1.2 - 24.6 m/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific material removal rate, $Q'$</td>
<td>0.6 - 33 mm$^3$/mms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of window of operation tests are illustrated in Figure 28. A noticeable difference in intrinsic specific grinding energy ($u_e^*$) is observed. A higher trend line inclination can be observed for the higher concentration wheel.

Both grinding wheels have equal amount of porosity and bond and variable amount of cBN. In order to substitute the missing cBN in lower concentration wheel, secondary abrasives are utilized. The difference in $u_e^*$ suggests that the lower concentration wheel acts sharper due to smaller amount of cBN particles. The specific threshold power measurements ($P_f''$) are higher for higher concentration wheel. This can be directly related to the higher amount of cBN particles per unit area generating higher contact area with the workpiece.
Two sets of grinding parameters were used for evaluation of the wear of the two grinding wheels (Table 5). They have suitable low depth of cut to ensure low contact length common for high concentration grinding wheels. The $h_m$ generated from this processes are expected to be short and thick as expected in cylindrical and surface grinding.

Table 5: Grinding parameters for micro wear test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Parameters A</th>
<th>Parameters B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wheel speed, $v_s$</td>
<td>70 m/s</td>
<td>70 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of cut, $a_e$</td>
<td>0.04 mm</td>
<td>0.04 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workpiece feed rate, $v_w$</td>
<td>12 m/min</td>
<td>25 m/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific material removal rate, $Q'$</td>
<td>8 mm$^3$/mms</td>
<td>16.7 mm$^3$/mms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The forces generated using Parameters A (Table 5) are shown in Figure 29. A slow increase in normal ($F_n'$) and tangential ($F_t'$) force component can be observed. This suggests that the grit is either dulling, the wheel is loading with the workpiece material or there is adhesion of the workpiece on the wheel. The same trend can be observed for both wheel concentration.

Figure 28: Window of operation results for two different grit concentrations.
Identical test was done using Parameters B (Table 5). The results are presented in Figure 30. In this case, the grinding forces are not increasing, suggesting the self-sharpening process is taking place preventing grit dulling. The difference between the two wheels are almost negligible.

Grinding wheel progression was monitored throughout the testing. A significant amount of material was ground and less than 10 µm wear was generated. The wear levels are comparable to those in the real applications. The first observation is that it is not possible to distinguish between the wear of the two wheel concentrations when grinding at lower $Q'$ (Figure 31, a).
This might be a result of grit rubbing being a dominant wear mode which was suggested also based on the analysis of force trends (Figure 29). The difference in wear becomes more prominent when grinding with higher $Q'$ (Table 5). Here the lower concentration wheel wears more (Figure 31, b). The higher concentration grinding wheel shows comparable wear level to the first grinding test.

**Figure 31:** Grinding wheel wear when grinding with: a) Parameters A and b) Parameters B.

Surface roughness was also measured throughout the test. The results are shown on Figure 32. Similarly to the wear measurements where little difference could be observed for lower $Q'$ (Figure 31, a) the roughness measurements do not show significant discrimination between lower and higher concentration grinding wheel (Figure 32, a). On the other hand, significant differences can be observed when grinding at higher $Q'$ (Figure 32, b). The grinding wheel with higher concentration generates superior surface finish and vice versa.

**Figure 32:** Surface roughness when grinding with a) Parameters A and b) Parameters B.
Higher concentration of cBN has higher number of particles per area. More particles are doing the same amount of work (at the same $Q'$) reducing the $h_m$ and also force per particle. The consequence is reduced grinding wheel wear, confirmed by grinding trials. Equally the increased number of effective edges in the grinding process improves the surface finish.
4 Summary and future work

The work presented in this thesis has generated valuable knowledge on how the grit shape and concentration affect the grinding performance. It was confirmed that grit with lower $AR$ (blockier) generates higher forces and increased tool life. Similar behavior was exhibited by higher grit concentration. On the other hand the grit with higher $AR$ (elongated) and the lower concentration wheels acted more free-cutting. The continuation of the project proposes following future work:

(i) Evaluate the performance of the grit strength, shape and size in the same bond formation in a lab-based environment.

(ii) Based on findings from the thesis prepare variations of wheels and test on the newly developed crankshaft grinding strategy. Correlate findings with the lab-based results.

(iii) Evaluate grinding wheel wear from the crankshaft grinding application and correlate with findings from the thesis.

(iv) Propose a grinding wheel wear model using experimental data from the lab and production-based trials.

(v) Based on the performance of first iteration of grinding wheel propose the next solution, leading to a new generation of multi-grit cBN grinding wheel for crankshaft grinding.
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